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Summary
Situations where firms compete against each other simultaneously in
several markets abound in real life. However, there is very little
conceptual or theoretical literature on multiple point competition.
This paper oflers a first attempt at developing a conceptual
framework for analysing and understanding situations involving
multiple point competition, Several examples are discussed to
provide insights into the options available to the competitors and the
equilibrium outcomes of such competition.

INTRODUCTION
Business portfolio theory (for example, Hofer and Schendel, 1978, Chapter 2) recommends
that a firm should take cash out of high-market-share, low-growth business units (called
'cash cows') and invest cash in low-market-share, high-growth business units (called
'question marks'). Suppose firm A follows this recommendation. Then an interesting
question arises: how should firm 'B, which is trying to g a d m a i n t a i n a competitive
advantage in the same high-growth market as firm A, compete against firm A? One answer
is that firm B should attack the cash cow business of firm A. This forces firm A to defend its
strong position in the low-growth market, with the result that firm A will have less cash
available to invest in the high-growth market. The underlying principle is: attack your
competitor's profit producer with your loser. By forcing your competitor to overinvest in
his profit producer and underinvest in his high potential 'question mark', you are able to
gain a major advantage in a high-growth market (Hofer and Schendel, 1978, Chapter 4;
Watson, 1982).
The situation discussed above is a n instance of multiple point competition, which can be
defined as a situation where firms compete against each other simultaneously in several
markets. A common example of multiple point competition is firms competing against each
other in different geographical markets for the same product.
Since situations involving multiple point competition abound in real life, it is not
surprising that several case studies and articles in the business press allude to this
phenomenon. However, there is very little conceptual or theoretical literature on this topic.
Shakun's (1965, 1966) research on advertising in coupled markets is relevant to multiple
point competition among firms. His mathematical results, however, though based on a very
simplified model of competitive interaction, are very difficult to interpret and thus offer no
insights on a conceptual level into competitive strategy. Porter (1980, Chapter 4) briefly
analyses 'cross-parry' situations, where a firm initiates a move in one area and a competitor
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responds in a different area. He interprets the cross-parry response as signalling displeasure
and raising the threat of serious retaliation later. He also argues that maintaining a small
position in some cross-markets can be a useful potential deterrent, which is similar to what
we later in this paper call a 'mutual foothold equilibrium'. Partial analogies to multiple
point competition might be drawn from research in international politics on 'limited war'
(see, for example, Schelling 1960, 1966). On the whole, we have a very limited
understanding of multiple point competition, in spite of its prevalence in practice. The
objective of this paper is to offer a first attempt at developing a conceptual framework for
analysing and understanding situations involving multiple point competition.
The next section discusses some examples of multiple point competition, and the final
section draws some conceptual insights from this discussion into the alternatives available to
competitors and the equilibrium outcomes of multiple point competition.
CASES OF MULTIPLE POINT COMPETITION

Domestic airline industry
The deregulation of the airline industry in the U.S.A. has engendered a greater degree of
competition and a shift of emphasis from non-price competition to price competition in the
industry (Taneja, 1981, Chapter 5). In this context, there have been several instances of the
following scenario: an airline, say A, competes directly with another airline, B, on several
routes. Airline A initiates an attack with a drastic price cut on one or more routes. How
should airline B respond to this move?
Airline B has, broadly speaking, four options: (1) do nothing, (2) cut prices on those
routes on which airline A has cut prices, (3) cut prices on some other routes on which it
competes with airline A or (4) cut prices on all routes on which it competes with airline A. In
other words, the options are, respectively, do nothing, defend, counterattack and declare a
total war.
If firm B desires peace, it might, as a gesture of friendliness, do nothing. However, such a
gesture is very likely to be misunderstood as a sign of weakness and is unlikely to result in
peace. Thus, doing nothing is tantamount to losing competitive position and is probably not
a good option, unless there is reason to believe that airline B will outcompete airline A
regardless of whatever actions are taken by the latter.
Declaring a total war can be dangerous. A total war would be very costly to both airlines,
perhaps to the point of leaving them vulnerable to attacks by other firms. Moreover, once a
total war is started, it can be very difficult to end it, since the only legal way to signal a
desire for cease-fire is a unilateral laying down of arms. Therefore, given the drawbacks of
the two extreme options-no action and total war-it is essential to explore whether the
other two alternatives are less costly and yet effective in defending airline B's competitive
position.
Before analysing the two options having to do with cutting prices on selected routes, it is
necessary to examine the economic structure of this industry. Fruhan (1972, Chapter 5)
argues that the airline industry exhibits route-specific economies of scale. That is, an
airline's profitability depends more on its market shares of the routes it competes on than
on its market share of the airline industry as a whole. This implies that a price cut which is
not directly countered is likely to lead to loss of market share and profitability on the route
in question. It thus appears that the best alternative for airline B is to respond in the very
same routes where airline A first attacked. By doing so, airline B can hope to contain the
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conflict at that level, since the defence signals a willingness to respond to more massive
attacks, thereby discouraging additional attacks by airline A. In fact, many 'airlines
maintain a policy of competition-oriented pricing. They will match prices charged by
competitors. . .' (Taneja, 1981: 160).
The best option for airline B is probably to defend directly its competitive position on the
routes attacked by airline A. If airline B chooses this option, the competitive situation
between the two airlines is likely to stabilize in what might be called a 'limited war'
equilibrium. In such an equilibrium, attacks are defended locally and fighting is 'contained'
within small isolated regions.' Formally, we define such a situation as one in which the firms
compete actively in only some of the markets in which they both participate. A limited war
equilibrium permits each firm to signal its determination to fight while avoiding both the
costs of total war and the risks of misunderstood friendliness.

Global tyre industry
In July 1969, Michelin, the largest tyre manufacturer in Europe and the third largest worldwide, announced plans to establish a plant in Canada which would give it a foothold in the
North American market (Pneurnatiques Michelin, 1980). At that time Goodyear was the
largest manufacturer not only in North America but also world-wide, although it had only a
small presence in Europe. How should Goodyear respond to this move by Michelin? The
threat posed by Michelin's move into North America was aggravated by the fact that
Michelin was the world leader in radial tyre technology and that its Canadian plant was to
manufacture radial tyres.
One line of strategic reasoning suggests that a firm should build on its strengths and
defend its strong positions. By that logic, Goodyear should defend its position locally in
North America. (For purposes of analysis, we will look at North America as one market.)
However, this would entail fighting a price war from a very large sales base against an
opponent who can support losses on a much smaller base with funds from Europe. If the
tyre industry were characterized by significant brand loyalties, Goodyear could fight such a
price war with relatively !ower costs. However, tyres are bought primarily on the basis of
price and performance, and brand loyalties are quite low. If there were significant local
economies of scale (that is, economies of scale with respect to volume produced in North
America as opposed to world-wide volume), the costs in North America for Goodyear
would be significantly lower than for Michelin, thus making a price war relatively less
expensive for Goodyear. However, the tyre industry is characterized by limited economies
of scale in production. In 1969, a plant size corresponding to only 1 per cent of the North
American market was considered cost-competitive (Pneumatiques Michelin Ib, 1980).
Therefore, given Michelin's superior product and in the relative absence of brand loyalties
and local economies of scale, it would be very expensive for Goodyear to respond to
Michelin's move by directly defending its position in North America. Thus, limited war is
not an attractive equilibrium in this situation. Other options have to be considered.
Doing nothing is obviously not a desirable option since it would lead to Goodyear's loss
of its strong competitive position. Another option is to declare world-wide war against
Michelin by lowering prices on a global scale. However, such a war is likely to be at least as
costly for Goodyear as a limited war in North America, although it would also be very
costly for Michelin. It could, in fact, badly hurt both firms, thereby leaving the market open
I

For a detailed discussion of limited war, especially in the context of international politics, see Schelling (1960).
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to other firms. Thus, although total war is an unattractive alternative, a threat of total war
might be an attractive option.
Such a threat can be credible only if Goodyear gets a foothold in Europe which is large
enough to cause a cash drain on short notice for Michelin, should Goodyear decide to use it
for that purpose. In fact, that is exactly what Goodyear actually did. By 1980, Michelin had
captured about 8 per cent of the U.S. tyre market. In response to this move, Goodyear
increased its market share in Europe from less than 8 per cent to more than 12 per cent by
the same year.=
What can Michelin do in response to Goodyear's countermove? One option is to
withdraw from Canada, hoping that Goodyear will then scale down in Europe, thereby
returning to the original (that is, 1969) state of market sharing. However, as evidenced by
Michelin's attack, such an equilibrium is not stable because it offers significant advantages
to the firm which attacks first. In the time it takes for the second firm to respond, the
attacker could have gained a significant competitive advantage. Thus, to be sustainable in a
situation where the first mover advantages of an attack are significant, implicit market
sharing demands a lot of trust and is therefore usually unstable.
Another option for Michelin is to keep its foothold but to adopt a non-aggressive posture
in North America, signalling a desire to stabilize the game in this state. This would result in
what may be called a 'mutual foothold' equilibrium. In such an equilibrium each firm
maintains a foothold in the other firm's market and thus has a stick with which to discipline
the other firm. Formally, we define such a situation as one in which each firm has a small
share of the market dominated by the other firm. This equilibrium offers little advantage to
a firm which decides to attack first, because the other firm can counterattack quickly. Thus,
the mutual foothold equilibrium requires less trust to sustain and is therefore more stable
than the implicit market-sharing equilibrium. Of course, this stability is bought at a priceboth firms would be better off if they could find and sustain an arrangement to share
markets instead of having to maintain a foothold in each other's market.
Yet another option for Michelin is to go to a total war. As discussed earlier, total war is
probably unattractive to both firms; however, it will probably occur if communication
(implicit or explicit) between the firms breaks down or if one firm believes that it can win an
outright victory.
On the basis of the above analysis, one would expect the outcome of the competition
between Goodyear and Michelin to be somewhere between a mutual foothold equilibrium
and total war, probably closer to the former. In fact, in response to Goodyear's increase in
market share in Europe, Michelin continued to attempt to increase market share in North
America. Michelin also attacked another Goodyear stronghold by building a plant in Brazil.
As one industry executive put it, 'Unless one or the other gets intelligent, they are going to
tear each other apart' (Business Week, December 1, 1980:124). It could be argued that the
current state of the tyre industry is closer to total war than to a mutual foothold
equilibrium. Where it will stablize is, of course, an open question.
An equilibrium is said to be 'stable' if none of the players in the game has an incentive to
unilaterally disturb this equilibrium. An equilibrium is stable, of course, only with respect
to the current environment and the characteristics of the players. If some relevant aspect of
this situation changes over time, then the equilibrium that earlier was stable may now
become unstable, and some new equilibrium position may evolve. For example, one could
speculate that prior to the development of radial tyre technology, the original situation in
Goodyear simultaneously also made a massive commitment to radial tyre technology.
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the global tyre industry was stable. The new technology combined with the fact that
Michelin had a significant lead in this technology over its competitors made the earlier
equilibrium unstable. There was an incentive for Michelin to disturb the earlier equilibrium
position by exploiting its technological advantage to enter the North American market.
Thus an equilibrium that is stable may over time become unstable. The change in the
environment or in the relative capabilities of the players, which may lead to a change in
equilibrium, could be due to some exogeneous events (e.g. government regulation) or it
could be due to actions taken by some players perhaps with the express intention of
disturbing the status quo equilibrium. Michelin was clearly instrumental in developing the
radial tyre technology and it is very likely that Michelin did foresee the competitive
advantage it could gain if this technology proved to be successful.
It is interesting that while Michelin and Goodyear have been battling it out, Japan's
Bridgestone has emerged as a strong competitor. In fact, Goodyear now believes it is
entering a new era of world competition, with Michelin and Bridgestone as its prime
competitors in every market (Business Week, December 1, 1980:124). An interesting issue is
whether Bridgestone was helped or hurt by the war between Michelin and Goodyear. It
could be argued that during the war between Michelin and Goodyear, the price umbrella
was lowered, marginal competitors were forced to exit from the industry, entry into the
industry was discouraged, and that Bridgestone's growth was slower than it would have
been otherwise. On the other hand, it could be argued that the war between Michelin and
Goodyear was a significant drain on their resources and forced them to cut back on their
investments in research and development and in modernizing their world-wide capacity,
thus making it easier for Bridgestone to grow stronger.

Other examples of counterattack
Cases where one firm attacks in one geographical area and the other firm counterattacks in
a different area are quite common in practice. Such a situation occurred in the roasted
coffee industry in the U.S.A. Maxwell House was dominant in the East Coast market
whereas Folger was strong in the West Coast market, After Folger was acquired by Procter
and Gamble, it pushed into Cleveland in an attempt to increase its penetration in the eastern
markets. Maxwell countered by cutting prices and raising marketing expenditures in
Folger's stronghold in Kansas City. Maxwell also brought out a fighting brand called
Horizon, which had characteristics and package design similar to Folger's. Folger then
escalated the war by entering Pittsburgh, whereupon Maxwell entered Dallas with drastic
price reductions (Porter, 1980:84-85).
The competition between BIC and Gillette can be interpreted as an example of
counterattack in another product market. After BIC had revolutionized the ball-point pen
industry with its mass merchandising techniques, Gillette, which also had considerable skills
in mass merchandising, entered the market for disposable pens. Since BIC's primary
strength was in disposable pens, it could not afford not to respond to Gillette's move. Also,
just as Gillette's skills from the razor market could be transferred to the disposable pen
market, BIC's skills could be transferred from the disposable pen market to the razor
market. In fact, BIC counterattacked by entering the disposable razor market.
The more obvious examples of multiple point competition refer to situations where firms
compete simultaneously in different product markets or in different geographical markets
for the same product. However, the concept of multiple point competition is equally
applicable to firms competing in different segments of the same market. For example, in the
toothpaste market, Crest and Ultrabrite have confined their activities to their segments of
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cavity conscious and brightness conscious consumers, respectively, thus keeping peace and
prosperity. Since almost all industries are more or less segmented, with particular firms
dominating each segment (Henderson, 1983), our analysis of multiple point competition has
wide applicability.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
We now pull together the insights derived from the above examples and attempt to provide
some concepts useful for understanding multiple point competition.
If doing nothing is ruled out, a firm has, broadly speaking, three other possible responses
to an attack: defence, counterattack and total war. Although it is useful for conceptual
reasons to distinguish among these alternatives, they are not mutually exclusive, discrete
options. Even as a firm counterattacks, for example, it can take some actions to defend its
position directly. Moreover, to some extent, the distinctions simply reflect differences of
degree. For example, counterattacking on several vital fronts is fairly close to declaring a
total war. None the less, the distinctions are useful.
It has been argued above that defending leads to a limited war equilibrium, whereas
counterattacking could lead to a mutual foothold equilibrium. Two other possible outcomes
are the extremes of total war and total peace (that is, market sharing). Market sharing is
often an unstable equilibrium. Total war, since it cannot last for ever, is of course also
unstable. If the firms do not find a way to end the war, it will result in either an outright
victory for one firm or a mutual destruction of both firms. Once again, although it is useful
to distinguish among these outcomes, the differences are, to some extent, a question of
degree. The dividing line between the outcomes can be quite fuzzy. For example, how much
market share constitutes a 'foothold' is a question of judgement which depends on the
specific case under analysis. A situation where each firm maintains a 3 per cent market share
in the other's turf is probably somewhere between market sharing and a mutual foothold
equilibrium, whereas maintaining a 30 per cent market share in each other's turf is probably
close to, if not actually, total war.
From a conceptual standpoint, situations where one firm can win an outright victory over
the other in a total war, and where market sharing is a stable equilibrium, are relatively
straightforward. We will focus our attention on the more interesting cases where limited war
or mutual foothold is the equilibrium outcome.
Below, we first analyse the situation from the point of view of the responder, that is, the
firm which is attacked. Next, we analyse the situation from the point of view of the firm
which decides to attack. Clearly, the attacker's analysis of the situation must take into
account how the responder is going to analyse the situation. The responder's analysis, in
turn, takes into account the attacker's analysis. This circularity is, of course, at the heart of
any game involving strategy, and is the main reason why formulating competitive strategy
requires creativity rather than routine application of economic theory.

The responder
We now investigate the factors which influence the attacked firm's choice between
defending and counterattacking. If the responder has a low sales volume in the business in
which it is attacked, it should probably directly defend against the attack. A low sales
volume implies that the cost of defence is likely to be relatively low. (Goodyear in North
America was in the opposite situation of having a high sales volume.) Defending is less
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likely than counterattacking to touch off a total war. Given the low sales volume, the
responding firm probably wants to ensure that a total war does not ensue since the stakes
involved are relatively low. This does not mean, however, that the firm should just concede
the market to the attacker. It could be that the responder maintains a low market share as a
foothold and does not want to give it up. Even aside from that, the responder may want to
defend its position to signal that it will not be pushed around and would be willing to fight
should the need arise.
If the market in which the firm is attacked has high entry barriers, then the firm should
probably defend its position directly. The entry barriers could be due to various factors,
such as brand loyalties and economies of scale with respect to volume in that market. For
example, the airline industry is characterized by local (that is, route-specific) economies of
scale, whereas Goodyear was in the opposite situation of being in a market with low
technological and production barriers to entry. There are two reasons why high entry
barriers favour the defence alternative. First, if the responding firm is already entrenched in
a market with high entry barriers it is likely to have a significant advantage relative to the
attacker. Therefore, it is probably less expensive for the responder to defend in this market
than it is for the attacker to attack. Secondly, if the attacker is successful at dislodging the
responder from a market with high entry barriers, the responder will find it very difficult to
make a comeback. In other words, loss of competitive position is likely to be permanent.
A firm should probably defend its position in the market if this position is particularly
salient for the firm, that is, if the market has high economies of scope with the other
activities of the firm.j For example, if this business is part of a vertically integrated chain for
the firm, then losing competitive position in that business could disrupt the chain and have
severe consequences for the firm.
The above three factors-low sales volume, high entry barriers and high saliency-favour
the option of defending rather than counterattacking. The converses of these factors, of
course, favour the option of counterattacking. The three factors characterize the
businesdmarket in which the attacker makes the first move. In addition, the responder
must consider two other factors which characterize the other markets in which the firms
compete and their overall competitive positions. The first of these is the firm's capacity
relative to that of the attacker to fight an all-out war. A counterattack is a more aggressive
move than defending, and is likely to be perceived as such by the attacker. Thus, a
counterattack is more likely to touch off an all-out war. If the responder is much weaker
than the attacker, it probably wants to minimize the risk of a total war and should probably
defend its position directly. On the other hand, if the responder is much stronger than the
attacker, a counterattack may be an effective way to discipline the attacker, who may then
decide to back off.
The attractiveness of the option of counterattacking also depends on the characteristics of
the markets in which the responder can counterattack. In the extreme case where the
attacker is a single-business firm, of course, the responder does not even have the option of
counterattacking. Also, if the market considered for counterattacking is much bigger than
the attacked market, a counterattack is tantamount to total war and the defence option,
leading to a limited war, may be preferable. Clearly, if an attractive opportunity for
counterattack is available, the option becomes more appealing. Conversely, if there is no
attractive opportunity for counterattack, the responder should probably defend its position.
There are economies of scope when a single multi-product firm can produce a given amount of each product at a lower cost
than a combination of separate firms each producing the given amount of a single product.
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The factors which determine the attractiveness of a market as an opportunity for the
responder to counterattack are the same as those which determine its attractiveness as an
opportunity for an initial attack by the attacking firm, which is the topic of the next section.
In trying to apply these concepts, of course, one has to make judgemental trade-offs
among the different factors. It is a rare situation indeed where all the considerations point
to the same answer. For example, the case where the responder has a high sales volume in a
market with high entry barriers can be discussed only in terms of the specific details of the
particular case. Also, recall that defence and counterattack are not mutually exclusive,
discrete options. The responder may well decide to simultaneously defend and
counterattack. Thus, the concepts presented here do not automatically yield the right
answer; rather, they provide a framework for analysing situations involving multiple point
competition.
Finally, a counterattack can also be used purely as a signal (Porter, 1980, Chapter 4). The
responder may deliberately counterattack in a minor market to signal that it desires peace
but can and will fight if necessary, and that if the attacker does not back off, the responder
will launch a more serious counterattack.

The attacker
The issues of interest for a potential attacker are whether and where to attack. A firm
should initiate an attack if it believes its position will be improved regardless of how the
competitor responds. The ideal situation is one in which attacking is fairly inexpensive,
defending will be costly for the responder, the responder does not have any attractive
opportunities for counterattack and the responder does not want to risk getting into a total
war. Another reason a firm might initiate an attack is to pre-empt the other firm from
striking first. This case occurs in the unstable situation where two firms are evenly poised
and a significant advantage will accrue to the firm which attacks first.
A less well defined, although valid, reason for a firm to initiate an attack is that it expects
the other firm to react incorrectly. Most mathematical game theory (e.g. Luce and Raiffa,
1957) assumes that all the players are perfectly rational and that each player assumes that
the other players are perfectly rational. Such an assumption is probably not warranted in
real life. As anyone who has played a game involving competitive strategy (e.g. chess,
bridge) knows, one plays differently against a player one believes to be highly skilled than
against a player one believes to be less skilled. It is difficult, of course, to assess correctly the
competence of one's opponents, and underestimation is a common mistake. However, to
assume that one's opponents are perfectly rational may be a mistake in the other direction.
Thus, a firm should try to take into account how its competitor will react rather than how
the competitor should react. For example, if a firm believes that the competitor's top
management is emotionally involved in a particular market and that this is likely to distort
the competitor's analysis, then the firm should take this into account in formulating its own
strategy.
Finally, whether or not to attack depends on the attractiveness of the opportunities
available for attack. If the attacker has a low sales volume and the competitor has a high
sales volume in a market, then it is probably relatively inexpensive to attack and relatively
expensive to defend, which makes it attractive to attack in this market. For example, if the
attack consists of a price cut, the attacker has to cut prices on only a small volume, whereas
the responder will have to cut prices on a much larger volume if it decides to defend its
position directly. It is also cheaper to attack in a market with low entry barriers than one
with high entry barriers. Finally, it is better to attack in a market which offers more
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significant economies of scope (i.e. synergy) to the attacker than to the responder. A special
case of this, which was discussed at the beginning of this paper, occurs when there are
diseconomies of scope due to a binding cash constraint. If the competitor is operating under
a cash constraint, he may be vulnerable to an attack in the business which generates cash for
him. Such an attack would force him to sacrifice in one market in order to compete in
another market.
Equilibria
From the analysis presented above, it can be seen that the most attractive attacks-those in
markets with low entry barriers and in which the attacker has lower sales volume and higher
economies of scope than the responder-are those which are most likely to lead to
counterattack rather than defence. (This assumes, of course, that the responder has suitable
markets available for counterattack.) So we can argue:

Proposition I : When the responder has reasonable alternatives, a mutual foothold
equilibrium is a likely course of an attack.
A mutual foothold equilibrium is typically more costly (that is, both the firms are less
profitable) and requires less trust between the two firms than a limited war equilibrium,
which in turn is more costly and requires less trust than keeping total peace (i.e. market
sharing). However, a limited war only rarely offers enough disciplinary leverage to produce
a stable equilibrium. Thus, in situations where the firms are far from having developed
mutual understanding and communication, mutual foothold equilibrium may be the only
way to prevent total war, especially if an attack offers big first mover advantages. In other
words, it is easier to cut the gains of a violater if one has a foothold in 'his' market. So we
have:

Proposition 2: If an attack oflers big first mover advantages, a mutual foothold,
rather than total peace, is a stable equilibrium.
Since in practice first mover advantages usually exist, we expect mutual foothold equilibria
to be the most frequently observed outcome in multiple point competition. As discussed
earlier, situations where a mutual foothold or a limited war is a stable equilibrium may over
time become unstable and a new equilibrium may evolve due to a change in the environment
or the characteristics of the players.
One should finally note (although detailed discussion is outside the scope of this paper)
that all other firms participating in a market used as a foothold or as a stage for limited war
will be affected by the strategic interactions between the two warring firms. In some cases
they are penalized by price cutting and in others they benefit from the casualities of the two
combatants. If more than two firms take part in the multiple point competition, the number
of feasible equilibria would probably be quite large and detailed analysis difficult. In
particular, the possibility of forming coalitions makes the analysis very complex.

CONCLUSIONS
Although situations involving multiple point competition are common in practice, there has
been very little conceptual or theoretical discussion of this phenomenon in the strategy
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literature. This paper has offered a first attempt at developing a conceptual framework for
analysing and understanding situations involving multiple point competition. The
discussion of several examples has yielded insights into the alternative moves available to
competitors and the equilibrium outcomes possible in such competition. Our main
prediction is that so-called mutual foothold equilibria should be the most frequently
observed outcome. However, given the importance of this topic for competitive strategy,
much more research is needed in this area.
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